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THE PRIMAL SCREAM

Working Moms Are Struggling. Here’s What Would Help.

What government, employers and the rest of us can do.
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Times have changed our perception of what work-family balance means

- Gender role changes and women's entry in the job market
- Women continue brunt of dual work-caregiving for children, elderly without pay equity
- Assumptions cautioned by limits on research: audience focus, cultural context focus on perceptions of balance, consequences
Work-family Policy recommendations* and actions

- A Family-focused Work-Life Vision
- Global compliance with a basic legal framework for w-f balance
- Assisting role demands = resources
  - Flexible hours
  - Leave (maternal, paternal, parental)
  - Child care supports
- Attention to women’s role balance in fulfilling child, family caretaking and part/full time work
- Attention to families of color, marginalized families who are homeless, in jobs that offer less flexibility, benefits.
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Transactional policy benefits

- Children’s education
- Health care
- Housing
- Job retraining

Workforce benefits

to some extent structural policies have increased female presence in the global workforce, yet progress is stymied (Perrigno, Dunford & Wilson, 2018)
Our Digital lives:

• Using ICT in personal, family, work domains and to balance across spheres as the internet, mobile devices and shared applications erodes boundaries of space/place, time
• Shifting economies and employment opportunities
• Shifting expectations from employers and from workers about how and where and when work gets done
Shifting economies and employment opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGH PRECARITY</th>
<th>Gig Worker</th>
<th>Digital Nomad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOW PRECARITY</td>
<td>Nine to Fiver</td>
<td>Travelling Elite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOW MOBILITY</td>
<td>HIGH MOBILITY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Early research on technology use and work-family balance

Positive

- Greater flexibility and autonomy by employee to determine when, where and how work gets done
- Fulfillment of role obligations (e.g., caring for a sick child, completing a sale)
- Can yield more/steady income for the family; satisfaction to continue fulfilling roles

Consequences

- Employer demands on access
- Role overwhelm and overload with loss of time/space boundaries
- Intrusions on family life and on childrearing
- Can negatively impact mental health, family satisfaction, couple satisfaction, attrition and job turnover, child development
Research challenges in the digital age

• Rapid changes in technology, tech format, tech availability and tech use
• Wide global variation in technology access
• Wide variation in technology use (for families, personal, workplace)
  • Dissimilarities regarding technology access, use, comfort and skill
  • Dissimilarities in how devices and the internet are deployed as individuals, as a family and for work
• Types of employment, employment conditions, use of technology in those jobs, varies widely
Internet access and use varies around the world. Although approximately 77% have internet access, this ranges from developed economies (e.g., US, EU) 98% to less developed economies (e.g., Africa, India), 13%.

Digital tech use for work-family balance: “it depends”

**ANTECEDANTS**
- work:
  - higher job status
  - work demands
  - work norms/expectations
- family:
  - expectations from family and friends
- individual
  - individual differences (e.g., ability to multitask, age, education)
  - perceived usefulness of the technology/perceived ease of use

**MODERATORS**
- individual:
  - negative affect
  - time management skills,
  - preference for segmentation,
  - gendered or personal demands,
- external:
  - social stressors,
  - technology support (or lack thereof),
- job-related factors

From reviews by Ollier-Malaterre, Jacobs & Rothbart (2019); Olson-Buchanan, Boswell & Morgan (2016) and Rice (2017)
Are We Ready for “New Ways of Working”*?

• **Shifting conditions:**
  • Flexibility: control over where and when responsibilities are completed
  • Permeability: responsibilities fulfilled in non-traditional places and times

• **Workers establishing where and when work is done**
  • A preference for autonomy in fulfilling work and family demands.
  • Expressed comfort with mobile technology and cloud-based systems, especially by Millennials.

• **Probable Consequences:**
  • Workers trapped in a 24/7 cycle; challenges to attention and focus
  • Exposes the extra demands in role fulfillment when boundaries are eroded: COVID-19 as a natural experiment

*Demerouti, Derks, Lieke & Bakker (2014)
The paradox of technology and the need to develop ‘digital cultural capital’ (Ollier-Malaterre, et al, 2019*)

... This porousness [or permeability of boundary] in turn makes the management of connectivity, online self-presentation, and privacy more challenging and calls for more elaborate technology management. (p. 426).

‘Digital cultural capital:’ the awareness, motivation and skill to perform technology boundary management.

Policy recommendations that address SDG targets
1. Expand research to represent the wide range of family and work configurations, and technology integration for work-family balance.

- Greater emphasis on culture, employment types, including those jobs that are more permeable due to the ‘gig’ economy’ into consideration (SDG 9)
- Attention to individual and family outcomes from technology-integrated work-life balance must be elevated on par with those directed at workplace well-being. (SDG 5.b)
- Investigate gender roles, women’s compensation and other incentives/disincentives that lead women away from work (SDG 5)
- Pursue questions as to the longer-term exposure from COVID-19 to forced teleworking, and limits on employer provided relief, and what this might mean to physiological indicators of stress and need for recovery. (SDG 3.4)
2. Continue existing supports—capitalizing on and adding technology

- Tech to compare, pay for child care; identify leave policies; facility management
- Continued efforts to enhance technology access globally
- Additional economic, technological and practice supports to female-led jobs
- Create a global database of strategies to address the technology-integrated lives of working families
3. Foster healthy and effective workplace cultures for technology use

- Adequate and reliable devices, applications, software for mobile, cloud-based access.
  - During COVID-19, stipends to purchase technology for a home office was one of the most tangible supports to employees teleworking (SDG 9)
  - Includes accessible and competent tech support

- Training that levels wide variation in technology use, attitude, experience with using specific technologies, by age and digital skill.
  - Clear technology use expectations and recognition in job performance
  - Expectations modeled by supervisors

- Technology-related policies should be clear, articulated, and reinforced regarding use of digital devices, data sharing, privacy and security, managing time, and work performance expectations.
4. Keep families in mind with technology innovation

• Tech companies’ responsibility not to be overlooked, or at expense of organizational, personal or family safety. (SDG 3, 9)

• As technological evolutions reflect workplace innovation, consider in turn what this means for the individual worker, and how this furthers blurring or makes easier the negotiation of boundaries and roles. (SDG 9a,b, c)
5. Promote healthy and productive individualized work capacity

- **Digital cultural capital** as a new ‘life skill’ to be taught (SDG 3.4, 9a)
  - foster *personal responsibility* to avoid negative spillover in setting spatial and time boundaries for communication, how to use the smartphone properly, deploy privacy management tools, practice good digital citizenship and online self-presentation.

- **Tailored educational supports** on how to manage ICT to support work and family goals as a new employee benefit (SDG 3.4; 9.5)
  - Employees can be coached on setting boundaries to lower personal stress and enrich family satisfaction and well-being.

- **Help employers learn how to create individualized work arrangements** – might they be like creating individualized learning spaces in education? Consider extraordinary needs during situations like COVID-19 (SDG 3.4)
  - Construct individualized work schedule and work place flexibility that mesh with employee perception of balance and preference.
  - Attention to BIPOC, marginalized families w/ added stressors
8 Ways to Set Boundaries Between Work and Kids

Communication, flexibility and a bit of grace are key to blocking out time for childcare while logging in from home.

By Leah Chernikoff

April 0, 2020

https://nyti.ms/2UWEjo4
1. Expand research to represent the range of family and work configurations, and technology integration for work-family balance.

2. Continue existing WF supports capitalizing on and including technology

3. Foster healthy and effective workplace cultures for technology use

4. Keep family impacts in mind as workplace technology innovates

5. Promote healthy individualized work capacity
If the future of work is flexibility....

How can we keep the FAMILY first?
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